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ABSTRACT
Contact between rough surfaces is realized by tiny contact
spots [1] where their number, distribution, shape or their size –
so their geometrical properties – depend from the roughness,
the used materials, and the stress applied on the contact
interface. Many studies describe the multi-contact interfaces
state under stresses and are currently used in many ways [1 5].
In this work we expose the results of the experimental
study about the shear stress applied on multi-contact interfaces
made from metallic rough surfaces [5 - 8]. We use different
kind of metal (Copper, Steel, Brass…) and different surface
polishes to explore a wide range of mechanical parameters. To
probe the contact interface, we use a pair of cylindrical
samples - sized to have a homogeneous current distribution in
the bulk - in which a constant DC current is applied thus to
measure the voltage at each end of the set during an increasing
shear stress. Through these measurements we deduce the
contact resistance vs. the shear stress and so, highlight the
contact area evolution.
Results show that the contact resistance decrease with the
shear stress. A first hypothesis consists in to consider that
either real contact area, the contact number, or both increases
with shear stress. As shown in Figure 2, some occasional
resistance rises during shearing shows that spots rearrangement
phenomena seems to occur.

Fig.1 Experimental setup: metallic cylindrical samples in
contact, undergoing a normal and a tangential stress. Voltage is
measured at each end of the set during the shear increasing.

Fig. 2 Contact resistance vs. shear stress of an Al/Al interface
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